For Your Computer Training Needs

www.monroelangston.com

Monroe Langston, Inc. is a unique training and

SENIORS

tutoring company located in Savannah.
Georgia. We are proud to provide our services to
communities in Georgia, South Carolina and Florida. We specialize in training students in basic, core
subjects, seniors in technology and computer training , and adults in reinventing themselves with

Skills such as reading comprehension and basic math are
emphasized.

Many Seniors are uncomfortable with the

Monroe Langston prides itself with having tutored stu-

computer. They hear of computer hackers, identify

dents who have become salutatorians , high honor roll ,

thieves, and predators and instantly become techno

and honor roll achievers.

phobic and cautious, with good cause.

computer skills needed for the evolving work-

But for Seniors , the computer offers a variety of

place.

benefits seldom explored. For instance; learning

In this ever changing world of ours, we are constantly hav-

ADULT LEARNING

games can enhance not only

ing to re-invent,

LEARN WITH US!

ones intellect and

re-learn and re-educate.

social skills, but also ones

Learning the most

Don’t let the current climate

health. Constantly pointing

common features of Ex-

and clicking can do

cel, Access or Word can

wonders for an arthritic

go a long way in the work-

hand. E-mailing and keeping close to family and

place. Effectively applying

friends almost always has a positive outcome for

Outlook and Publisher

seniors.

software skills can make a

get you flustered
HAVE A PLAN
Plan to do something

Plan to learn something new
Plan to be more marketable

TUTORING

SENIORS

Taking the Complex and Making it Simple

Plan to do better in school
Plan to rid yourself of technophobia
Plan to have a future
Plan to live today like you have a better tomorrow.

We teach basic skills coupled with information on
how you can protect yourself when you are online.

TUTORING
At Monroe Langston, we
have experienced tutors on
hand to assist any rising
scholar with core subjects.
Tutors are experienced in
teaching from pre-school
through High School.

ADULT LEARNING

difference
between employment and unemployment. Your
knowledge is your door to success.

Lets Start Now!
Learning can be fun and exciting.

Monroe Langston, Inc.

Frustration and defeat does not have
to be the norm when learning and
understanding new technology.
With hands on games and exercises,
we sail through the maze of practical

LEARNING
T U TO R I NG
TRAINING

skills needed in the workplace and in
the classroom.
When you learn a little, you learn a
lot, and the more you learn, the more
you know. Monroe Langston can help
you learn and know more about the
technology in your life.
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